Game Guide.



Vendors.
-The Armory
This is where you buy the game gear. In each city you can buy different items so be sure to
check Itempedia to know where to buy the gear that suits you the best
-The Unique Store
Here you buy UNIQUE game gear. It's more expensive than usual gear but the stats are much
bigger and are worth the price.
-AutoBust Store
When you want to level up and don't want to worry about spending time in jail. Hire a AutoBust
bot that will bust you out in no time.
-Protection Agency
Here you can buy protection Attack Protection and Mug protection for 30 minutes that will keep
you safe.
- IMPORTANT You CANNOT hit while under attack protection but you CAN mug.
-Pharmacy
Here you buy your hospital papers that will cut your hospital time to zero.
-Points Store
Here you can exchange your points to refill your "bars".
-The Car Lot
Want to travel in the American Cities for a cheaper price than the cab. Grab your favorite ride
here.
-The Hangar

If you are ready for the next step on travelling, here you can buy your own Jet that will allow you
to go to ANY city in the game free of charge forever. This will also add to your gameplay a bar
with fast access to any city you want to go.

Cityhall
-Hall of Fame
Here you will find top 50 of every category of the game.
-Gang Hall of Fame
Here you will find the rankings of the gangs in the game.
-Account Prestige
Once you hit level 1000 you can prestige. Resetting your level to 1 and unlocking exclusive
features of the game at a cost of some stats and your level.
-IMPORTANTThe level you have when you prestige will not influence your level after. You can be level 2000
you will still go back to 1.
-Top/Bottom Rated
Here are the most rated players of the game.
-World Stats
Here you will find the overall stats about the game.
-Lock down
Here you will find the banned players from the game. If you are new you can find a couple of
easy bunnies to hit and get some easy exp.
-The Bot Page
Here you will find the game Bots. Are here to help you level faster off of them as they have low
stats and you can hit them anytime you want if they are out of hossy. They will not complain
about online hits so hitting them is encouraged!
-Game Staff
Here you will find the game staff, if you have any doubt and want to talk to anyone "officially"
here you can find the most appropriate person for your issue.
-Population
Here you will find EVERY player of the game.

- n00b Help
You will find volunteer players that are willing to help you out as well as some useful information
for just starting out.
Lady Luck
-Cash Lotto
- DAILY ACTIVITY - Daily Cash Lottery for the entire game. Buy your tickets and if you're lucky
enough you will make some easy cash at each day rollover.
-Points Lotto
- DAILY ACTIVITY - Daily Points Lottery for the entire game. Buy your ticket and if you're lucky
enough you will make some easy points at each day rollover.
-Cash Slots
- DAILY ACTIVITY - You can try your luck at the cash slots 10 times per day.
-Points Slots
- DAILY ACTIVITY - You can try your luck at the points slots 10 times per day.
-50/50 Cash
Bet your cash against a player for a 50/50 chance of doubling your money or going home empty
handed.
-50/50 Points
Bet your points against a player for a 50/50 chance of doubling your points or going home
empty handed.
-Vault Robber
- DAILY ACTIVITY - At a price you will be able to try your luck and guess the Vault code 5 times
per day. If you win, you get all the money each player lost trying. If you lose, your cash will be
someone else's prize.
-Roulette Wheel
- DAILY ACTIVITY - Bet on your lucky number up to 25 times per day and try your luck.
-Fools Gamble
- DAILY ACTIVITY - Are you lucky or are you a fool? Here you can bet once a day up to 5
Million cash for a 50/50 chance to double it or go home empty handed.

Downtown
-Search Alleyway
-DAILY ACTIVITY - Once a day you can take a walk on the alley and find Cash, points or even
items.
-Lucky Dip
-DAILY ACTIVITY - Once a day you can pay some change for a chance of getting some good
rewards at a low price.
-The Subway
-DAILY ACTIVITY - Here you can steal up to 5 bags per day in the subway, pick wisely the lucky
bag as sometimes it will be empty or filled with cash, points or Warden Keys.
-Break and Enter
-DAILY ACTIVITY - Here you can break into people's homes and steal their savings (sick fuck).
Pick wisely as they can be already empty or you can win Cash, Points or items in each of them.
-Street fights
-DANGEROUS DAILY ACTIVITY - Pick up to 5 flights per day where stats don't matter. If you
win you will be rewarded Money, Warden Keys or Exp. If you lose you will be made fun of the
ward nurses for 5 minutes.
-Evidence Room
-DANGEROUS DAILY ACTIVITY - Here you can sneak up into the cops and steal their
evidences, if you're sneaky enough you can leave with Cash or Guns, if you're not, better not
drop the soap in the jail for the next 10 minutes or until someone busts you out.
-Mission Logs
Here you can see how people's missions are going.
Your Home
-Property List

Here you can eyeball every house in the game or upgrade yours. Remember that when
upgrading your house the old one will be sold automatically for 60% of it's original value so pick
carefully to which ones you want to move in.

Travel
-Take a Cab
You can take a cab to any city of America that your level allows you at a certain fee.
-The Airport
You can take a airplane to any city of the game that your level allows you at a certain fee.
-Drive
Already got yourself a car? Here you can drive it to any city of America that your level allows
you at a small fee.
-City Guide
Here you can see how many players are in each city of the game.
Dark Alley
-Bomb Expert
Here you can blow up a certain player or an entire gang. It's expensive but it will take care of
any guy you don't like.
-The Bar
Here you can hire up thugs that will earn you money everyday. REMEMBER TO COLLECT IT
OR THEY WILL SPEND IT.
- Cage Fights
Once an hour you can pick a fighter and if he wins you will pocket some of his earnings.
-Russian Roulette
- DANGEROUS DAILY ACTIVITY- Pick the numbers of bullets you want in the barrel, if none
hits you, you will earn some cash, the more bullets the bigger the reward, if any of them hits,
you will spend 10 minutes in the ward healing up.

Gang Stats
-Gang List
Here you will find a list of every gang in the game. It will show you the Gang Leader, ammount
of Members and Gang Level.
-Gang Cribs
Here you can find and buy the gang cribs available for gangs. You can only own one at a time
and each Crib will increase your gang members awake by a certain %.
-View GangWars
Here you can find any ongoing gang war, their score, wager and how much time of war is
remaining.
-Gang Bar Challenge
Here you can try your luck at exchange of some energy to score some points for your gang,
each hour the gang with more points will have 100k deposited into their vault and scores are
reset.

User Vendors
-Cash Item Market
Here you can sell the items you own for cash.
-Points item Market
Here you can sell the items you own for points.
-Points Market
Here you can sell your points to other players. -IMPORTANT- THE CASH FROM THE SELL
GOES TO YOUR HAND, BE SURE TO BANK IT OR RISK LOSING IT.
-Credits Market
Here you can sell your items to other players in exchange for cash.

-Credits Swap
Here you can trade your credits for points with other players.
-Scrolling Ads
Here you can post a small message for every player that is online or will be online during the
next 15 minutes to see in exchange of 15k. The price is independent of the size of your
message. Beware there is a limit of characters.
-View All Ads
Here you can see all the Ads that are running at the time you open the page.
-Points Buyer
If you are under a certain level you can sell your points directly to a dealer, he will buy a limited
amount of points per day.
-Credit Buyer
If you're looking for fast cash and are swimming in credits, here you can sell up to 400 credits
directly to the game. If you reach the limited don't worry, once you prestige your counter is reset.
Remember that he will pay you less than what players will be available to pay you so use this
only if you need cash real fast or in case you don't like doing business with other players.
Jobs/Training
-The Academy
Here you can buy courses that after a certain amount of days will earn you some stats. Each
course has his duration, price and stats gained, pick your training the way that is most beneficial
for yourself.
-Job Center
As you increase your level you can come here and promote yourself to a better job with better
daily payment. Remember that the cash is paid every day at rollover (00.00am server time). The
cash will go to your hand so be careful to bank it or someone else will bank it in their bank.
Broker Street
-Brokerage Firm
Here you buy shares for different companies of the game. Know how many shares and when
the market last chares. YES THE MARKET WILL CRASH ONCE IN AWHILE.
-Current Pricing
Here you can find the price of the stock market.

-Your Portfolio
Here you can control your shares, the original price you paid, the current price they are selling
for and the total value of your shares. Remember that when selling or buying shares, all
transactions are subject to a 5% fee. So keep that in mind when trading them.

LEFT MENU
-Home
Here you will find EVERY detail about your account plus public chat.
Your stats
Here you will see your base that's and the amount of stats you gain from your items.
Attack stats
The amount of battles won/lost and Total amount of battles.
The amount of Mugs succeeded and failed and the total cash you mugged over your time here
in YourMafia.
Crime Stats
The amount of crimes succeeded and failed plus the amount of money you gained from the
crimes.
Total busts you have succeeded and amount of exp you got from all the busts.
Gambling Stats
Showing how much you made or lost in each of the gambles of the game.
Your Daily Figures
Show your Daily stats from killing to mugging to cash mugged.
Your Referal Link
If you want to bring someone new to the game here you can send them your link and make
some free earnings as they play the game.  Also if you refer someone and they make a
purchase, you earn 50% of what they purchase up to 100 credits.  So if your friend purchases
50 credits, you get 25 credits.  (this system is not automated though and you must ask the
admin to disperse credits)
-New York (Or city you are in)

This will take you to the city you are in to explore anything you want.
-Mail
Here you can check sent/received mail and save the ones you liked the most. Unless you save
your received mail, every mail will be deleted after some days or you can delete them yourself.
-Events
Here you can control all your events. They will be automatically deleted after some days or you
can delete them yourself.
-Bank
Here you can deposit/withdraw your money, check your bank status, your bank logs to know
where every dollar you own is going and the amount of money it will interest each day at
rollover. Remember that Elite Mobsters will have their daily payment at rollover capped at
$1.000.000 and Non Elite Members cap at $500.000
-Inventory
Here you can keep track of every item you own. - IMPORTANT - If you own a fridge, your fridge
items will be stored there and you can only manage them by going to your fridge. Remember
that if you do not own a fridge but find a fridge item or buy one, they will stay there untill you
own one.
-Your Gang
Here you can Manage your gang or check your gang info or actions.
-GangMail
Here is where you talk on private with your gang. - IMPORTANT - Keep in mind that every gang
member can see this "chat" so be carefull if you want to talk bad about a gang member make
sure to take it to private mails.
-Gym
Here is where you come when you want to stat up. As you increase your level you will have
more energy to spend, remember that the more energy you have the more awake a full train will
cost. The Lower your awake gets the weaker your train will be so make sure to have it full or
close every time you train
You can train:
Strength: Will tell you how hard you hit. Your enemy defence will be subtracted to your strength
and the result will be the amount of damage you deal. If your enemy's defence is higher than
your strenght you will hit for 10 damage and unless they only have 10 health it's their time to
strike.

Defence: It will determine if you survive to hit another round or if it's your time to go to ward.
Your defence will be subtracted to the enemy strength and the result is the damage you take, if
you have more defence than your enemy strength he will hit you for 10 damage so unless you
only got 10 health, it's your time to strike.

Speed: Speed says who will start attacking first. Bigger speed hits first. Doesn't matter for the
rest of the fight. ALSO Speed is what counts for mugging so if you want to mug someone be
sure to have more speed than them or they will beat you to a pulp and you will have to go get
your stitches in the ward for 3 minutes.
-Cells
Here is where you will find the busted players of the game and decide if you want to set the free
or not, remember that if you fail you will make them company for 5 minutes. If you succeed you
will receive 500$, 500 exp and 2 points for your troubles.
-Ward
Here is where you will find the hospitalized players, by whom or what they were hospitalized
and how much longer they are still in it.
-Crime
Here you come to do your crimes. As you increase your level you will have more never to do
bigger crimes.
-Chat
Here is the chatroom, you have a small sample of it in your "Home" option if you have it turned
on, otherwise if you want to publicly chat with players in the game here is where you come.
-Forums
Here you can explore the hundreds of topics the players are debating in the many different
categories of the forum.
-Search
Here you can find your targets to kill/mug or if you are just looking for someone, here is where
you will find them, if you don't check out the "Population" option in your city.
-Notepad
Here you can save up your notes that you want to keep close at any time.
-Awards
As you play the game you will be unlocking awards, here is where you keep track of them.

-Game News
Here is where our game owners will announce big changes or events or thoughts about the
game. You will have warning that you have unread announcements but if you already read it
and want to back at it again and check it again you can come here or check the forums as it is
also there.
-Missions
Here is where you can start your missions and keep track of the status of your mission to know
what you still have to do or don't and your time remaining on the mission.
-Take a Cab
*Redirect to Take a Cab from the City options*
-Drive
*Redirect to Drive from the City options*
-Airport
*Redirect to Airport from the City options*
-n00b Help
Here is where you will find tips for new players and also a big ammount of players that are
available to answer your n00b questions. Every player here is a volunteer so if they don't know
make sure to ask any of the others and they will all be there to gladly help you.
Pet Section - Under Construction -Spy Logs
After you spy someone the results of the spy will come to here, they will store here for a few
days then be automatically deleted so make sure to save them into your notepad.
-Transfer Logs
Here you will be able to keep track of your last 30 Sent and Received transfers.
-Mug Logs
Here you can keep track of your last 50 mugs as to who you mugged, how much and when.
-Contacts
Here you can find every player you added into your friends or enemies list, their current status
and some shortcuts. Keep in mind that your friends list is public but your enemies is private so
don't be afraid to add someone to your enemies list.

-Options
Here you can manage your account
Change Username
- Pay 25 points and change your name, THIS WILL NOT CHANGE YOUR LOGIN.
Change Password
- Keep your account safe and NEVER share it with anyone, if you suspect someone is trying to
figure it out change it to a safer one.
Game Preferences
- Here you can enable or disable a few options from the game.
Relationship Request
- When someone's sends you a relationship request here is where you can accept or decline
them.
KILLSHOT options
- Hit prestige to find out.
Account Options
- Here is where you can set up your avatar, forum signature, quote and where you can edit your
profile page.
Friend Request
- When someone adds you to their friend list you will receive an event saying so, then you have
to come here to accept or decline that person request.
Gradient Name
- Here is where you manage your gradient colors. Remember that in order to be able to manage
them you must own a Gradient Days that you can buy from the markets or Credits shop.
Mail Ignore List
- Here is where you manage your bannen players from mailing you.
Friends/Enemies
- Here is where you manage your friends and enemies when they no longer are one or the
other.
Set Nationality

- Set up and represent the country you are from or the one you wish you were. The flag of the
nationality you select will appear in your public profile page, if you cannot find your country in
the list mail Codez or Miles and request them to add it.
Set Status
- Depending on your mood you can let know other players of your status by just letting them
know if you are in a good mood or not.
Set Gender
- Pick what you want other players to see you as.
Logout
- Logs you out of game, obviously.
TOP RIGHT CORNER OPTIONS
Yummies
-As you remain active you receive yummies every minute, you can then exchange them for
points or warden keys.
Updates
-Every new feature or change in the game will be here so be sure to check it every time you see
you have unread updates.
TOS
-These are the rules of the game, be sure to read them to know what you can or cannot be
banned for and what the game is responsible for and what is not. READ THEM
Game Guide
-Here is where you will you can find what everything in the game does.
Itempedia
-The info of every item of the game is set here, find inside where you can buy your gear, or what
each item does.
Online
-Here is where you find the online gangsters out there and how long since their last activity.

OPEN ANOTHER PLAYER PROFILE OPTIONS

-Message
It will redirect you to send that player a mensage
-Attack
Attack them.
-Mug
Attept to steal their money or go to hossy for trying but being too slow.
-Spy
Pay a fee and try to see that players stats, money and points.
-Send Money
Send that player some money out of YOUR POCKET directly to THEIR POCKET so remember
to warn them before sending them cash.
-Send Points
Send that player some points that you own.
-Add Friend
Sends the player a request to add them to your friends list, if they accept you, they will appear in
your friends list.
-Add Enemy
Adds that player to your enemies list, the player will not know that you added them but when he
checks his profile he will know that he is listed in an enemy list.
-Send Credits
Sent that player some credits that you own.
-Block Mails
Stop that player from mailing you, you can then manage the players you are currently blocking
in your "Options" Feature.
-Slap them
It will cost you 1 point and the player will receive a random event of you doing something mean
to them.
-Send item
Send that player an item that you own.
-Request Relationship

Send a relationship request to that beloved player.
-Block Posts
Stop that player from posting in your profile comments.
-Premium Slap
Send that player a premium slap that player, you do what you want to them, it will also cost you
5 points.
-Frame them
Send that player to the Cells at a cost of $50.000 the cash will go directly out of your bank and
the player will receive an event that they got framed but they will not know who did it.
Be Courageous, Have Fun, And Play With Integrity!

